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Hands on Lab - Oracle Enterprise Data Quality 
 

 
 

Abstract: This lab will highlight: 
1.     The importance of data profiling to the success of any project 
2.    How Oracle Enterprise Data Quality can be used to deliver a single customer view 

 
Scenario: Our company is in the process of building a Master Data Management hub in order to create a single 
view of customers. In the early stages of the project, various data issues have been found that have held up 
progress on the project, including: 

 
-      Missing values in source data 
-      Non-standard value in source data 
-      Duplication of source data 

 
EDQ will be used to analyze the source data, correct and improve the various data quality issues to create 
‘golden’ master data, and will then provide a matching service against the master data. 

 
We will begin by working with an extract of the customer data from one of the sources, provided in a delimited 
text file, read directly into EDQ. 
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Overview 
 

Time to Complete 
 

 

Total Time – 45 Minutes 

 
Part 1: Profiling – 20 minutes 

Profile the reference data we will match on. 
Part 2: Parsing – 15 minutes 

Parse the names in the ref data for matching purposes. 
Part 3: Using Real-Time Matching – 10 minutes 

Show real-time matching of input data against prepared reference data
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Part 1 – Profiling 
 

 

A   Login to EDQ 
 

1.   Open Firefox on your laptop machine and navigate to the following URL: 
http://localhost:9002/edq, or click on the ‘Enterprise Data Quality’ bookmark: 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

2.   Click on the Director icon to launch the Director client application. 
3.   Login using username: dnadmin and password: dnadmin. 

 

B   Import Data 
 
 

1.   In the Project Browser, right-click Projects and select New Project... 

 

 

2.   Give the new project a name of My Customer Data Demo. Click Next.

http://localhost:9002/edq
http://localhost:9002/edq
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3.   Ensure that All Groups is selected in Project Permissions.  This will ensure any user can view 
and use the project. Click Finish to create the new project. 

4.   Expand the newly created project by clicking the + symbol beside its name, right-click Data 
Stores and select New Data Store. 

5.   Select Server and Text files in the two dropdown boxes, then select Server-based delimited 
Text files: 

 
 

 
 
 

6.   Click Next and type in the file name US Customers.csv and tick the option to Treat first row as 
header (you can test the connection to the file by clicking Test); then click Next: 

 
 

 

7.   Name the Data Store US Customers and click Finish. 

8.   Right-click Staged Data and select New Snapshot...
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9.   Select your newly created US Customers data store to connect to the CSV file. This is where 
the data for the snapshot will come from. Click Next five times to accept all of the defaults. 
Click Finish to create the snapshot. 

Notice that after a short delay of reading the data, the Results Browser is 
populated with data from the CSV file. 

 
 

C   Create and run a process 
 

 

1.   Right-click on Processes and select New Process... 

2.   Processes start with a Reader and this needs a source for its data. Select the snapshot that you 
created in the previous exercise and click Next. 

3.   In Analysis, do not tick the box to Add Profiling; just click Next to continue. 

4.   Change your process’s a name to Exploring Customer Data and click Finish to create the 
process. 

Notice that the Process Canvas becomes active, the process is created and a 
Reader processor appears. The green circular arrow icon on any processor 
means it has yet to be executed. 

5.   On the right side of the user interface, in the Tool Palette, enter the word ‘quick’ into the 
Search box.  This will allow you to quickly find the Quickstats Profiler: 

 

 
 

The Quickstats Profiler belongs to the Profiling family of processors. These are stored 

together under the Profiling icon: . 

6.   Drag the Quickstats Profiler onto the process canvas, dropping it to the right of the Reader. 

7.   Hover over the output triangle of the Reader processor.  The pointer icon turns to a hand. 
Click and drag from the output triangle of the Reader processor so that the connector line 
reaches the input triangle of the Quickstats Profiler. The Quickstats Profiler dialog will 
appear:
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8.   Note the message in red informing you that this processor needs at least one attribute to be 
set as an input. 

9.   Click the Select All icon  , shown in the screenshot. This will select all of the input 
attributes.  Click OK to save the processor. Note that the new processor also shows the ‘not 
yet run’ green icon. 

Once a process is run its results will be stored in the Enterprise Data Quality 
repository and the green ‘not yet run’ icons will disappear. As subsequent 
processors are added then only these will need to be run saving time, 
provided the other processors are left unchanged. 

10. The process now has a Reader and a Quickstats Profiler, both with their green ‘not yet run’ 

icons displayed.  Click  in the toolbar to run the process. Note the progress in the Task bar 
at the bottom-left of the screen as the process runs. When the process has finished the ‘not 
yet run’ icons will disappear to show that the processors have results associated with them.
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D        Using Results 
 
 

 
1.   Click the Reader processor to see the input data stored as a snapshot. This will be displayed in 

the Results Browser. 

2.   Next click the Quickstats Profiler to see the output of the processor: 
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The Quickstats Profiler produces a summary of the data.  For each attribute it displays the 
number of records without data, the number of distinct values, the number of singletons and 
the number of duplicate values.  Blue text is hyperlinked. You can click blue text to drill-down 
to see the data underneath. 

3.   Click the hyperlink for the 2430 Distinct Values for the eMail attribute. 

4.   Drill down on one of the values. We can observe that there are some duplicate records in the 
system. 

5.   Add an issue to make an 'action-record' for this. To do this, right-click on the results in the 
Results Browser, and choose Create Issue... 

6.   Note that it is possible to assign the issue to yourself or another user, and to allocate a follow- 
up action (for example to do a more complete analysis of possible duplicate records). The 
issue also includes a link to the process and results view where the issue was created. 

 
 

Part 2 – Data Analysis and Improvement 
 
 

A        Parsing 
In this part, we will use a pre-configured Parse processor to examine and apply structure to the Name 
field so that we can match it more effectively. Before parsing the names, we will apply a simple 
transformation to normalize the whitespace. 

1.   Still in the ‘Exploring Customer Data process, search for the Normalize Whitespace processor 
and add this to the Canvas, positioned below the Quickstats Profiler:
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2.   Connect the output port from the Reader to the input port of Normalize Whitespace. 

3.   Use the blue arrow to select all attributes as inputs, and click OK. 

4.   Search for the ‘Unstructured Name Parser’ in the Tool Palette, drag it onto the canvas and 
connect it up to the output of the Normalize Whitespace processor: 

 

5.   Select only the Name attribute as the input and click OK: 

 

6.   The Parse processor consists of several configuration screens. Double-click on the Map sub- 
processor to configure the input mappings. Note that the Map processor is shaded red to 
indicate that it is currently in error (as it requires input mappings). 

7.   This processor has a single input of FullName. Select the Name attribute as the input, and click 
OK.
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8.   Click        to run the process. 

9.   When the process has run, the Results Browser will show the selected token patterns found in 
the Name field. 

10. Note that over 97% of records have the simple pattern <valid Title>_<valid Given>_<valid 
Family>. Drill down to examine the records and the way the Parse processor has structured 
the data into new attributes: 

 

11. Now switch to the Resolution Rules tab in the Results Browser (from the tabs at the bottom of 
the screen) 

 

12. Click on the  button at the top of the Results Browser to Show Additional Information; 
this adds percentages to the rules view:
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13. You can now examine the records that were found in less common patterns. Note that some 
of the rules have a ‘Review’ result. Drill down on the record with a Comment of Entity Name 
to see the 4 records that were flagged as possible Entity Names.  (Note that entities are 
companies, trade associations, clubs, charities, or any other body that is not an individual 
person). 

14. Note that ‘Mrs Charity Deboer’ has wrongly been flagged as a possible Entity because the 
token ‘Charity’ was classified as an Entity Hint. 

15. To change this classification rule, double-click on the Classify sub-processor, and select the 
EntityHint token check: 

 

16. In the Selected check configuration section, click on the arrow next to the Supplied option to 
edit the reference data used for the check.
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17. The Reference Data Editor is displayed. Click on the Entity Hint column to sort alphabetically. 

18. Find the entry CHARITY, right-click, select Change State and then Inactive: 

 

19. Click OK. As you are changing from using the supplied reference data set to a customized 
version, you are prompted to enter a name. Enter a Name of Entity Hints and click OK: 

 

20. Note that the token check configuration has changed to point to the customized version of the 
reference data. Click OK again to close the Classify dialog. 

21. Click  to rerun the process. 

22. When the process finishes, select the Resolve sub-processor. Note that there are now only 3 
records detected with the Entity Name rule. 

23. To see what happened to ‘Mrs Charity Deboer’, click on the Data tab at the bottom of the 
screen: 

 

24.  Now filter the view using the Filter option at the top of the Results Browser:
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25. In the box on the left, select Name.WhitespaceNormalized, and in the middle box, select the 
Starts With option: 

 

26. In the right-hand box, type in Mrs Cha and click OK. 

27. Note that the record ‘Mrs Charity Deboer’ has now been split into the expected name fields. 

28. Click on the X on the Unstructured Name Parser subtab in the middle of the screen to close 
the parsing configuration: 

 
 
 
 

Part 3 – Running a Job 
1.  In the Project Browser, expand the Matching Demo project by clicking the + symbol 

beside its name, and then expand the Jobs node by clicking the + symbol beside it.
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This will reveal a Job called Run Real-time Matching. 
 

 

2.  Right-click the Run Real-Time Matching job and select Run.  You will see the job 
running in the Tasks area, which is in the bottom left corner of the user interface. 
Since this is a real-time job, it will run continually as a daemon, awaiting your input. 
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a. GivenNames: N 

b. FamilyName: Hamilton 

 

 

Part 4 – Testing an EDQ Web Service 
3.  Return to the EDQ Launchpad and click Web Services, then Web Service 

Tester in the top-right corner of the page. Log in with the username 
dnadmin and the password dnadmin. 

 
 

 
 

4.  In the Project dropdown select Matching Demo and in the Service 
dropdown select ClientMatching.  Then click Get Service. 

 

5.  Enter the following values in the In section on the left-side of the screen and then 
click Send: 

 

 
 
 

6.  N Hamilton matches against two records in the master data, and these are displayed 

in the Out section on the right side of the screen (you will need to click > beside 
Record 2 in order to see the second record) 
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Since you only supplied the surname and the first initial of the given 
name, EDQ is restricted to finding Name only matches (look in the 
output’s Rule field). N Hamilton matches against both Nathan 

Hamilton of 116 Campbell Avenue, Troy, and against Nicole 
Hamilton, of 6015 Primacy Parkway, Memphis. In both cases, a 

MatchScore of 50 is returned. MatchScores have a range of zero to 

one hundred. If several pieces of key information – such as the name, 
address and date of birth – match, the score will be high. In these 

cases, the MatchScore is relatively low, because only the names match.
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7.  Now enter the following values in the In section on the left-side of the screen and 
then click Send: 

a.   GivenNames:            N 

b.   FamilyName:            Hamilton 

c.   Address1:                 116 Campbell Ave 

d.   PostalCode:               12180 

8.  N Hamilton again matches against two records in the master data.  However, this 
time the match against the first record is stronger: the Rule shows that the match 
against Nathan Hamilton is now based on the Name and Address, and the 
MatchScore is increased to 92. The match against Nicole Hamilton is still based on 
the name only since she does not live at the address you entered.  The second match 
therefore still has a low MatchScore of 50. 
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Summary 

You have successfully completed the EDQ Hands on Lab. The Lab demonstrated: 

A.  The ability to use data profiling to gain quick insights into data 
B.   The use of a single environment for profiling, analysis, transformation and matching 
C.   The use of a real-time data quality service 

 
Understanding, improving, and governing Data Quality is vital to successful Data Migrations, 
Business Intelligence and Master Data Management projects. 

 
For further information about Oracle Enterprise Data Quality, please visit: 

 
Oracle.com:  http://www.oracle.com/us/products/middleware/data-integration/enterprise- 
data-quality/overview/ 

 
OTN: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/EDQ/overview

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/middleware/data-integration/enterprise-data-quality/overview/
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/middleware/data-integration/enterprise-data-quality/overview/
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/middleware/data-integration/enterprise-data-quality/overview/
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/middleware/data-integration/enterprise-data-quality/overview/
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/oedq/overview
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/oedq/overview
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Appendix A – Additional Profiling 
 
 

 

Profiling using the wizard 

In this part we will create a new process with additional profiling processors, and study the 
results. 

 

1.   In the Project Browser, right-click Processes and select New Process... 

2.   Select your Customers snapshot and click Next >. 

3.   In Analysis select the Add Profiling checkbox and then click Next > (Do not select the four 
profilers that are not selected by default). 

4.   Give your process a name, such as Customer Profiling and click Finish to create the process. 

5.   Run the process. The results will appear in the Results Browser. 

Quickstats Profiler 
1. What do you observe about the email field? 

 
 

Data Types Profiler 
2. What do you notice about the format of the ZIP field? 

 
 

Max/Min Profiler 
3. What indications do the outliers in the Name attribute give you about the quality of data in 
this field? 

 
 

4. What potential data quality issues are indicated by the outliers in the Street field? 
 

 

Frequency Profiler 
5. What unique values appear in the gender field? 

 
 

6. What problems do you notice in the Active attribute? 
 
 

7. What do all of the start and end dates appear to have in common? 
 
 

Patterns Profiler 
8. What does the patterns profiler tell you about the ZIP field? 

 
 

Record Completeness Profiler 
9. Look at the record completeness. Is this good or bad? 


